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A Grand Hotel in Russia’s First Great Modern City 
 
Belmond Grand Hotel Europe is located in St Petersburg, Peter the Great’s ‘Window on the 
West’ and the cultural capital of Russia. 
 
The country’s first great modern city was built on marshland in 1703. In less than 100 years it 
had become one of the finest cities in the world – an architectural homage to the opulence of 
the Tsars and a centre of art, culture, music and dance. 
 
Through this magnificent city of set-piece buildings, dappled Venetian-style canals and 
glittering palaces runs Nevsky Prospekt. To stroll along the wide boulevard today is to step 
back in time to an era of imperial balls, White Night parties and extravagant masquerades.  
 
Right at the heart of Nevsky Prospekt at Arts Square, just a few minutes’ walk from major 
attractions including the Russian State Museum, Church on Spilled Blood and Hermitage 
Museum, is Belmond Grand Hotel Europe, a national and cultural landmark. 
 
Playground of the Stars 
 
Though not quite as old as the city itself, Belmond Grand Hotel Europe has played a central 
role in St Petersburg for more than 140 years.  
 
The hotel was originally fashioned out of three private houses in the 1830s and given a single, 
classical façade by Italian architect Carlo Rossi. In 1875, it was transformed into the infinitely 
more glamorous Grand Hotel d’Europe – a Russian hotel to rival the fashionable 
establishments of the day in Switzerland, Italy and Austria.  
 
When the Grand Hotel d’Europe opened – now with a beautiful neo-baroque façade by LF 
Fontana, wrapped around an elegant interior of marble and gilt – it boasted 260 rooms, its 
own laundry, a shoe-repair shop and a state-of-the-art steam central heating system. The 
restaurant was lit by the first electric lightbulbs in St Petersburg. 
 
Not surprisingly, Grand Hotel d’Europe became a playground for the Tsars, attracting the 
great and the good of the day: Pyotr Tchaikovsky spent his honeymoon here and pronounced 
it to be ‘very good, even luxurious’ (his affection for the hotel was more enduring than his 
marriage, which lasted just a few months); Johann Strauss came with his wife. Ivan Turgenev, 
Fyodor Dostoevsky, Claude Debussy and members of the Imperial Russian dynasty were all 
frequent guests.  
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Shortly after the turn of the 20th century, work began again, this time to remodel the interior 
of the hotel in the fashionable Art Nouveau style. In 1908 Russian architect Fyodor Lidval and 
his mentor Leon Benois (the maternal grandfather of English actor, writer and dramatist Sir 
Peter Ustinov) made further alterations. It was at this time that the restaurant, originally 
designed in 1905 by Karl Makkenzen, was given its stained glass ceiling, designed by Latvian 
artist Karlis Brencens, and its legendary stained glass window depicting Apollo on a Chariot, 
believed to be after the sketches of Leon Benois. 
 
Prominent guests during this period included King Gustav V of Sweden and Stravinsky, who 
made the hotel his first port of call when he returned to Russia after 48 years. Rasputin came 
to dine, George Bernard Shaw had a private meeting with Maxim Gorky, Enrico Caruso gave 
advice to Luisa Tetrazzini and Dimitri Shostakovich played a sonata for Sergey Prokofiev. 
 

 
 
From Orphanage to Luxury Hotel 
 
In 1919, under communist rule, the Grand Hotel d’Europe took on a new role as an 
orphanage. After briefly reverting to a hotel for foreign tourists, it became hospital No 991 for 
the Leningrad Front during the Siege in 1941 and within two weeks of opening, it had received 
1,250 wounded. At that time the entire city was without heating and water and surgeons 
were often forced to operate without electricity in temperatures below -8C. In an effort to 
keep patients warm, makeshift stoves were rigged up in the wards, their flue pipes stuck out 
of the windows. As Antonina Bubnova, a doctor who had worked at the hospital later recalled, 
this gave the building a ‘most peculiar appearance’. 
 
Peculiar appearance or not, the Grand Hotel d’Europe somehow escaped extensive damage 
during the Siege of Leningrad and was able to reopen for business in the late 1940s. It closed 
again in 1989 for complete restoration and was acquired by Orient-Express Hotels (later 
renamed Belmond), before reopening in 1991 as Grand Hotel Europe. 
 
History and Art 
 
Orient-Express Hotels bought the majority interest in Grand Hotel Europe in 2005, along with 
full management and operational control. The company then began an extensive, two-phase 
programme of renovation, carried out with the support and guidance of the State 
Inspectorate for the Protection of Cultural Heritage.  
 
During the course of the works, the hotel’s façade, stucco décor, balconies, sculptures and 
main doors were all restored to their former glory. Historic door leaves were topped with 
triangle pediments supported by pilasters with voluted, carved capitals while the marble 
surfaces in the lobby were cleaned and polished using State Hermitage technology. Any 
features deemed beyond restoration were recreated in authentic materials. 
 
The lobby bar was fully restored by French designer Michel Jouannet, who, in addition to 
refreshing original features, added complementary new elements. The Art Nouveau stained 
glass windows, gilded stucco ceiling, marble floors, wooden wall panels and tiled mantelpieces 
now serve as an elegant backdrop for Jouannet’s magnificent new 10m feature bar, carved 
from alabaster marble and topped with black granite to resemble ice. 
 
All of the hotel's 266 rooms and suites were refurbished and updated to reflect not only the 
heritage of the hotel and its surroundings, but the needs of its demanding 21st-century 
guests. Accordingly, antique furniture and original Russian artwork have been teamed with 
contemporary-style bathrooms and modern amenities such as Wi-Fi.  
 
Ten unique Historic Suites were created in the northern wing of the hotel's Historic Floor. 
These were later joined by five Avant-Garde Suites that celebrate the lives and works of 
Russian avant-garde artists Malevich, Archipenko, Kandinsky, Rodchenko and Lissitsky – think 
sophisticated, modern spaces with décor inspired by their namesakes. At the same time a 
magnificent Presidential Suite was created — the largest in St Petersburg, complete with its 
own fitness centre and a music room with a grand piano. 
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Historic Suites 
 
Belmond Grand Hotel Europe's 10 Historic Suites were designed by Michel Jouannet, known 
for his work at Belmond Hotel Cipriani in Venice and the Belmond Copacabana Palace in Rio 
de Janeiro. 
 
Dostoevsky Suite - Historic One Bedroom Suite 
Fyodor Dostoevsky was a frequent guest at the hotel. Those familiar with his work will know 
that the author and many of his characters lived in corner rooms, as they were perfect for 
observing life outside. Appropriately, the Dostoevsky Suite is a corner suite. 
 
Imperial Yacht Suite - Historic One Bedroom Suite 
In 1871, Tsar Alexander II launched the royal yacht Derzhava, dazzling all who saw it with its 
unprecedented opulence. This suite, decorated in fresh, nautical colours, tells the story of the 
exceptional vessel, evoking the lifestyle of those who sailed with her. 
 
Fabergé Suite - Historic One Bedroom Suite 
Carl Fabergé was goldsmith to the Romanovs and is still considered to be one of the world’s 
greatest ever jewellers. This eponymous suite is swathed in pink, lilac and gold tones to reflect 
the precious stones and metals found in his work.  
 
Mariinsky Suite - Historic One Bedroom Suite 
The Mariinsky Theatre opened just before the Belmond Grand Hotel Europe and was where 
the premieres of many great masterpieces were staged, including those by Tchaikovsky, 
Mussorgsky and Rimsky-Korsakov. Decorated in the light blue tones of the Mariinsky Theatre 
itself, this suite has a wonderfully theatrical ambience.  
 
Romanov Suite - Historic One Bedroom Suite 
Members of the Imperial Russian dynasty regularly visited Belmond Grand Hotel Europe and 
the last emperor, Nicholas II, held many diplomatic receptions here. The Romanov Suite offers 
a suitably palatial atmosphere, decorated with antique furniture featuring rich, gold 
ornamentation, delicate chandeliers and portraits of Russian nobility. 
 
Rossi Suite - Historic One Bedroom Suite 
The Italian architect Carlo Rossi designed many St Petersburg’s most important buildings and 
was also responsible for the façade of Belmond Grand Hotel Europe. This suite is decorated in 
his signature white and yellow. 
 
Amber Suite - Historic One Bedroom Suite 
This rich, warm-hued suite takes its name from the famous Amber Room at Catherine Palace, 
the summer residence of the Tsars. The suite's living room is decorated with a reproduction of 
the cartouche featuring the initials of King Friedrich Wilhelm of Prussia. 
 
Stravinsky Suite - Deluxe Historic One Bedroom Suite 
When Igor Stravinsky returned to Russia after living overseas for 48 years, Belmond Grand 
Hotel Europe was his first port of call. Inspired by his revolutionary composition, The Rite of 
Spring, the suite is decorated in fresh, joyful hues of green. 
 
Pavarotti Suite - Deluxe Historic One Bedroom Suite 
The celebrated Italian tenor stayed in this suite during his 2004 tour of Russia. Its interior 
evokes the world’s finest opera houses, the bold, red and gold colour scheme reflecting 
Pavarotti’s own dynamic presence. The walls are decorated with photographs of the maestro 
with other well-known personalities. 
 
Lidval Suite - Deluxe Historic One Bedroom Suite 
Fyodor Ivanovich Lidval was one of the greatest early 20th-century architects to work in St 
Petersburg and helped to redesign Belmond Grand Hotel Europe’s interiors between 1908 and 
1914. This suite features a large living room with a winter garden on an intimate, glass-
covered veranda.  
 
L’Europe – St Petersburg’s Finest Restaurant 
 
Established in 1905 and the first restaurant in the city to have electric lights, L’Europe is 
considered to be the finest restaurant in St Petersburg. Its beautiful stained glass window of 
Apollo on a Chariot, the parquet flooring, the carved wooden balconies and the private 
alcoves create an ambience that is at once majestic and intimate.  
 
At the helm of L’Europe today is Executive Chef Ian Minnis. Minnis was responsible for 
reviving the restaurant’s heritage menu, featuring dishes that were enjoyed in the era of the 
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Tsars: L’Europe is the only place in the world that serves beef Stroganoff cooked to the 
original recipe. Ian has also recreated the hotel’s famous nostalgic cakes collection.  
 
Says Ian: ‘I want guests to experience Russia and its history, not only with their eyes but also 
with their taste buds. One of our signature desserts is Meringue Pavlova. The famous Russian 
ballerina, Anna Pavlova, lived just around the corner from Belmond Grand Hotel Europe and 
was a frequent guest. After her grand tour in Australia, a local chef dedicated an airy 
meringue cake in the shape of a tutu to her. The dessert gained popularity worldwide and we 
are proud to serve it in honour of the great ballerina.’ 
 
For a true St Petersburg experience, Ian’s menus also include smelt, a small, tasty fish. ‘It’s 
very popular in St Petersburg. It smells of cucumber and during the one month it is available, 
you can smell it all over the city.’ 
 
L’Europe is, and always has been, at the very centre of St Petersburg's social scene. Every 
week, the restaurant hosts Tchaikovsky Fridays, when ballet dancers perform the White 
Adagio from Swan Lake, while its Sunday Brunches, featuring live jazz, are legendary. HM The 
Queen, Jacques Chirac, Bill Clinton, Jimmy Carter, Catherine Zeta Jones and Michael Douglas 
have all dined here.  In 1979 Elton John gave an impromptu concert on the restaurant’s stage.  
 
Culinary Masterclass at Azia 
 
AZIA is Belmond Grand Hotel Europe’s newest restaurant. Bringing the best of pan-Asian 
cuisine to the heart of St Petersburg, AZIA offers a daily Emotions Tasting Menu, which 
combines textures, perfumes, flavours, temperatures and colours to create a unique dining 
experience. At the Tokyo-inspired bar, AZIA’s mixologists are on hand to whip up the perfect 
tea-infused cocktail. 
 
AZIA also offers guests the chance to attend a Culinary Masterclass, focusing on tandoor, 
steam and wok cooking techniques and hosted by Chef de Cuisine Larisa Kordik.  
 
The Caviar Bar & Restaurant 
 
The Caviar Bar & Restaurant is St Petersburg’s only caviar bar, serving an astonishing 150 kilos 
of ‘black gold’ every year. In its stunning neo-classical setting, the restaurant offers 15 types of 
caviar, 12 Dom Pérignon vintages, 35 types of vodka and 15 varieties of distillate. It’s just as 
well the bar has its own vodka sommelier – the only one in the world – to guide and advise. 
 
Family-Friendly 
 
Children are warmly welcomed at Belmond Grand Hotel Europe. The dedicated Kids’ 
Programme for children up to 12 years old includes a gift of a teddy bear, baseball cap and 
certificate for cake or ice cream at the Mezzanine Café on arrival. Additional child-friendly 
features include: 
Children’s menu, colouring book and pencils available in all hotel restaurants 
Playroom for use during brunch 
Children’s chairs available in all restaurants 
Baby seats in transfer cars (on request) 
Baby terry bathrobes, slippers, shampoo, crib and chair in the rooms (on request)  
 
 
White Nights boat tour (June-July)  
 
Peter the Great wanted his city to be a perfect copy of Venice and while he didn't completely 
achieve his vision, the city still boasts a great number of canals and rivers spanned by ornate 
bridges. On summer nights the glittering bridges are raised to allow big ships access to the 
Gulf of Finland. The White Nights boat tour takes guests along St Petersburg’s illuminated 
canals and Neva River at midnight so they can watch the historic event. 
 
Fabergé Museum Tour 
 
This extraordinary museum was built to preserve, study, and promote Russia's cultural 
heritage. Dedicated to the works of the great jeweller Carl Fabergé, the museum houses the 
nine Imperial Easter Eggs he created for the last two Russian emperors. Each egg is a 
masterpiece of craftsmanship as well as a unique historic tribute to the reign and personal life 
of Alexander III and Nicholas II. In terms of its size, diversity and the quality of its pieces, many 
of which belonged to the royal family and other members of the royal courts of Europe, the 
collection is truly world class.  
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Hermitage tour with visit to Gold or Diamond Rooms 
 
The State Hermitage Museum was founded in 1764 by Catherine the Great. Open to the 
public since 1852, it is one of the oldest and largest museums in the world. It is made up of 
five historic buildings, including the Winter Palace, former residence of the Tsars. It showcases 
more than three million items, including the largest collection of paintings in the world. The 
Treasure Gallery is one of the most dazzling displays, divided between the so-called Gold and 
Diamond Rooms. Both present collections of extraordinary objects from the third millennium 
BC to the 20th century.  
 
 

 
 
Sjefke Jansen, General Manager  
 
Sjefke Jansen was appointed General Manager of Belmond Grand Hotel Europe in spring 
2014. Prior to this, he spent seven years in Mauritius, first as General Manager of The Oberoi, 
then as General Manager of Le Tousserok. Sjefke has also worked at Raffles in Singapore, the 
One&Only Kanuhura Resort & Spa and the One&Only Reethi Rah, both in the Maldives. 
 
Says Sjefke: “Joining Belmond Grand Hotel Europe was an opportunity to be a real part of St 
Petersburg’s history: for many Russians this hotel is as iconic as the Peter and Paul Fortress.’ 
He is constantly amazed, he adds, by how many people come to the hotel just to look round 
it.  
 
In 2015 Sjefke oversaw the launch of the hotel’s pan-Asian AZIA restaurant as well as the 
successful rebranding of the Caviar Bar as the Dom Pérignon Caviar Bar. The only caviar bar in 
St Petersburg, it serves an astonishing 150 kilos of caviar a year. 
 
What makes Belmond Grand Hotel Europe so special, believes Sjefke, is its staff. ‘Eight out of 
10 of the customer reviews on TripAdvisor mention how fantastic the staff are. Only three of 
us are expats – the Executive Chef, the Director of Food & Beverage and me – everyone else is 
Russian. Consequently, they all have a really strong sense of the hotel’s place in St 
Petersburg’s history and they genuinely want guests to have a great experience.’ 
 
Sjefke says of his arrival at the hotel: ‘the team were a joy to work with right from the start.’ 
The building has been a hotel for 141 years and enjoys one of the best locations in St 
Petersburg, but, he notes, “the people create an atmosphere at Belmond Grand Hotel Europe 
that really is something special. You can feel the hotel’s positive spirit the minute you step 
into the lobby.’ 
 
Alexander Dimitriev, Vodka Sommelier   
 
As Russia’s only full-time professional vodka sommelier, Alexander Dimitriev has achieved 
near legendary status in St Petersburg. Yet his iconic role came about almost by chance. 
 
 ‘I was working as a waiter in the Caviar Bar & Restaurant when my manager noticed how 
passionate I was about vodka,’ says Alexander. ‘I used to like telling guests about Russian 
culture and Russian vodka. Eventually I was offered the position of vodka sommelier, a job 
which the hotel created specially for me.’ 
 
Alexander then embarked upon what he calls his ‘vodka journey’, learning as much as he 
could about the history of vodka, its production technology and different methods of 
distillation. He also swotted up on caviar since in Russia the two always go together.  
 
Vodka is said to bring out the flavour of the caviar though the pairing was actually inspired by 
the Tsars. Caviar was originally a peasant’s food, but its price rocketed when the country’s 
rulers took a liking to it. ‘Because vodka was also very expensive at that time, it was 
considered it to be the perfect accompaniment for caviar,’ says Alexander. 
 
Today, the Caviar Bar & Restaurant at Belmond Grand Hotel Europe serves 15 types of caviar, 
including the exclusive Iranian albino oscietra, which, Alexander points out, you can’t buy 
anywhere else in Russia. The vodka menu is even more impressive, not to say bewildering, 
with 50 kinds of Russian and international vodka, including a unique homemade collection 
and a collection of historic Polugar vodka. 
 
Fortunately, Alexander is on hand to guide guests through the extensive menu. ‘Tastes differ 
¬– some guests prefer vodka, some prefer Champagne. When it comes to vodka, price 
influences the quality, but it’s also very important to know the brands and develop your own 
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individual taste,’ he says. ‘For example, I personally enjoy Beluga and Tsarskay Gold, which are 
both examples of good Russian vodka.’ 
 
As for caviar, although the delicacy is always served on ice, it tastes best when it has been 
slightly warmed. Alexander spoons a small amount onto the back of his hand, then waits a few 
seconds before eating it directly off the skin. 
 
Naturally, vodka is Alexander’s favourite tipple: ‘I like Polugar vodka flavoured with garlic and 
pepper, but my absolute favorite vodka is one I make myself at home, he says. 
 
 

 
 
All employees at Belmond Grand Hotel Europe take part in a programme to help 
disadvantaged children in Russia, donating goods to an orphanage in the Tver region and to 
the Serafima charitable organisation. The hotel organizes community activities, such as a 
recent clean-up day in the Michurinskiy Forest, outside Saint Petersburg. The 28-strong team 
was joined by local residents and one of the hotel’s partner agencies: together they removed 
100 large bags of rubbish from among the trees and the shores of lakes.  
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